Making Relations in the “House of Difference”
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My talk reflects on my current book project that explores a set of connections and histories—critical insights about the politics of identity, experience, and difference produced primarily but not solely by women and queer men of color in the 1980s and 90s—through conceptual framings that grow out of an indigenous studies context: genealogy, recognition and relationality, and survivance. In it I honor theoretical insights that came out of both the academy and a space that overlapped academy and community, a space that has been radically diminished today and was always under-resourced and ambivalently valued. Within this context my talk explores Amero-African novelist/filmmaker/community activist Toni Cade Bambara’s formulation of the “Two Worlds obsession” that she trenchantly describes in her essay “Deep Sight and Rescue Missions” as reducing “complex narrative dramas by POCs to a formula that keeps White World as a prominent/given/eternal factor in the discussion” to follow up on her subsequent questions about what happens when the authenticating audiences of our analyses are not white and Audre Lorde’s revolutionary recasting of difference as necessary creative energy that gives us options other than only being able to see difference as the cause of inevitable division. My talk asks what happens when relationality in difference becomes the center of analysis not the footnote or periphery.
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